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Consumer Information Guide for Carpet Cleaning 

This guide is meant to give you instructions on how to make an intellectual decision when hiring 

the best Carpet Cleaner Company for your precious carpets!  
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Introduction 

Secrets of Carpet Cleaning in Melbourne Revealed!  

Who likes having a dirty, stained, and unhealthy carpet at home/office? And why should you?  

Cleaner carpets are home to a healthy and safe family. And when you know your carpets are clean, 

you can have peace of mind that your loved ones are safe and sound.  

With the help of this guide, you will be able to know some of the lesser known facts about the 

cleaning industry in Melbourne. These secrets will help you find the best carpet cleaner for your 

specific requirements in your budget without being a fool and falling for fraud tricks prevalent in the 

carpet cleaning industry.  

Some Important Cleaning Industry Secrets and Lies  

When you step into the market to choose the right carpet cleaner you will come across various 

cleaners who will make misleading claims about their abilities and carpet cleaning techniques in 

Melbourne. They will make all sorts of promises to tempt you in choosing them.  

It is best to learn some basics about the carpet cleaning process before you get down to find a 

carpet cleaner for yourself. This will help you avoid opting for the WRONG cleaning company in 

Melbourne to get your carpets cleaned. This will further avoid you wasting your money and time by 

choosing the right carpet cleaner.  

This “Consumer Information Guide for Carpet Cleaning” is designed to teach a common man 

everything required to know to get your carpet cleaned in the best way by making the most of your 

money and extending the life of your carpets by keeping them clean, germ-free, and healthy.  

This guide provides information on:  

 How to avoid 3 carpet cleaning rip-offs  

 5 costly myths about carpet cleaning  

 Creepy-crawlies and crud: what exactly is living IN your carpet?  

 Most Effective Carpet Cleaning Method Cleans Best? 

 6 Common Carpet Cleaning Mistakes and How to Avoid Them  

 The importance of price and value  

 The importance of a clean and healthy carpet  

 4 Steps to a clean and healthy carpet  

This guide is for those who wish to understand the nuances of the carpet cleaning industry so that 

they can make a wise and informed choice while choosing a carpet cleaner.  

We are extremely passionate about the carpet cleaning industry and we endeavour to educate the 

customers to help them in every possible way. If you feel like asking any questions related to carpet 

cleaning, then you can call us freely on 1300 660 487!  
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Carpet Cleaning Rip-offs in Melbourne 

1.  Cheap Carpet Cleaning Melbourne 

We all like to save money and find cheap carpet cleaning services across Melbourne but it has been 

wisely said that there are no free lunches.  

You will easily find numerous carpet cleaners who offer an unbelievably low price for their carpet 

cleaning services. Don’t fall for it as it is just bait for their fake advertising. They quote a very cheap 

price but once you hire them they start pressurising you into buying their value added services to get 

a completely clean carpet. It is similar to buying a new car at a very low price and then getting to 

know that brakes and wheels are not included!  

Carpet cleaning is a comprehensive process. It requires proper knowledge, experience, manpower, 

and reasonable equipment. So when you plan to get your carpets cleaned then always be ready to 

spend a reasonable amount for quality carpet cleaning. Always keep in mind that a deal that sounds 

too good to be true then it could be just a trap; look somewhere else otherwise you will end up 

spending more money than you expect.  

2.  Best Carpet Cleaning Across Melbourne 

This is the most common thing any carpet cleaner will tell you that they offer the best carpet 

cleaning services.  

Remember: Always keep in mind that the best cleaning service is the one that meets your 

expectations and needs!  

For example, if you are looking for quick drying for your carpets then a cleaning method that takes 

longer time to dry will not be suitable for you. So the best way to find the right carpet cleaner is by 

first identifying your own objectives and then selecting the method that will be capable of meeting 

your expectations.  

Apart from that, you should understand that technology is being improvised every other day. A 

cleaning technology that was being used a few years back may not be suitable at this time. You will 

have to spend a good amount to hire a great carpet cleaning company that stays abreast with the 

latest cleaning technology and doesn’t just claim to be using the best technology.   

 3.  Hot Water Extraction Carpet Cleaning  

Hot water carpet cleaning was considered one of the best cleaning methods at some point of time. 

However, many people damaged their carpets by choosing amateur technicians who didn’t know 

how to use hot water properly for cleaning carpets. Hot water when used systematically can be very 

powerful for carpet cleaning. The process is similar to taking a shower and rinsing off dirt and soap 

which is much healthier than a sponge bath.  

Hot water extraction is proven to the most efficient cleaning method for even delicate carpets not 

just by leading carpet cleaners but also by carpet manufacturers and fibre producers. 
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Carpet Cleaning Myths 

1.  You should keep a big gap between two carpet cleaning services... 

Many people are of the opinion that delaying cleaning for their carpets is a great way to get more 

value for their money. You might think that letting your carpet as dirty as possible can actually save 

your money but this is a big MYTH!  

It is imperative to understand that dirt is abrasive just like a sand paper. When you keep using a dirty 

carpet and allow the dirt to stay there, the finer particles of the dirt go deep inside the fabric of the 

carpet thereby damaging the fibres and even cutting the fibres. This makes your carpet weak and 

reduces its life.  

Moreover, thinking that vacuuming will keep your carpet dust free is another myth because that is 

not sufficient. Your carpet needs professional cleaning on regular basis so as to last long. 

Professional cleaning methods are made to clean your carpet from deep inside thereby eliminating 

all sorts of dirt and other contaminants. And this keeps your carpet clean, fresh, and healthy and 

makes it last longer!  

2.  Carpet cleaning is required just to keep the carpets cleaner...  

Another common myth about carpet cleaning is that professional cleaning is required only for 

cosmetic purposes.  

We agree that having a cleaner looking carpet at home/office adds to the decor of the place and it is 

an important benefit of professional cleaning but there are other crucial reasons to get your carpets 

professionally cleaned.  

The carpet acts as a filter for foreign contaminants and dust particles. Foreign particles that come 

from outside and inside from your home get filtered by your carpets. This means that the carpet is 

tend to pick all kinds of bacteria, germs, human oil, dust, fungi, pollens, micro-organisms, pollutants, 

skin flakes and other particles on a daily basis. 

These contaminants make your carpet their breeding place thereby causing an unhealthy 

atmosphere in and around the carpet. This could even lead to serious health hazards for your loved 

ones.  

So don’t think that professional carpet cleaning is required only to make your carpet cleaner! It is 

much more than that.  

Having your carpet professionally cleaned keeps your carpet and your loved ones clean, fresh, 

healthy, and safe from harmful pollutants.  

3.  All carpet cleaning methods are equivalent...  

No two carpet cleaning strategies are the same. All carpet cleaning methods are different and have 

different impacts!  

Dry carpet cleaning uses dry foam, compounds, and chemicals to clean your carpets. This method 

doesn’t rinse the carpet and leaves a little bit of dirty residues behind.  
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Dry cleaning carpet is a great way to keep your carpets clean in between getting them cleaned 

through hot water extraction. It is one of the most effective method for cleaning carpets and one of 

the most widely-used today. 

Hot water extraction for carpet cleaning makes use of hot cleaning solution along with high pressure 

to clean the deeply embedded dirt and dust from your carpets. And then vacuum is used to extract 

all dirt, water, and cleaning solution from the carpet leaving your carpet absolutely clean and 

healthy!  

4. Having the right carpet cleaning equipment is all it takes for proper carpet cleaning...  

When looking for the right carpet cleaner, you will come across many companies that claim to be 

having the right equipment. Having the right carpet cleaning equipment is enough is another 

MISCONCEPTION!  

It is important for you to find out if they have actually trained their technicians to use these latest 

equipments with their optimum capacity. You should enquire about the formal training of the 

technicians before you hire someone for your valuable carpets.  

Do you ever take your car to an amateur mechanic then why would you want to take your carpets to 

a poorly-trained technician? 

Therefore, you must choose a carpet cleaner that has got proper certification from leading training 

and testing organizations.  

5. You should choose a carpet cleaning company with the lowest quote...  

In our more than 20 years of experience, we have seen people facing various sorts of problems when 

they choose a company offering the lowest quote. We have been asked to pick up the pieces in such 

cases many-a-times! So never fall for the lowest bids for carpet cleaning.  

Hiring a cleaning company that gives you the service at an unbelievably low cost has the following 

problems:  

 The company might not have proper equipment or sufficient expertise to do justice to your 

carpet and provide complete carpet cleaning. You might end up getting a half-done job with 

lots of dirt particles left behind in your carpet.  

 The price quoted by the company is just a “foot in the door” price. Once they enter your 

house, you will figure out that you have to pay many additional charges for those very 

services that should have been covered in the provided quote in the first place.  

If you wish to play safe and avoid such things happen to you then be sure to fully investigate about a 

carpet cleaning company, their quote, and what kind of equipment they will be using to clean your 

carpets!  
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Creepy-Crawlies and Crud 

Here’s a guide about the contaminants that reside in your carpet and how you can deal with them in 

the best possible way.  

Some examples of what you can find deep in your carpet: 

 Fleas 

 Hair  

 Asphalt 

 Rock particles 

 Bacteria 

 Food particles 

 Fungi 

 Car exhaust 

 Industrial waste 

 Sand 

 Skin flakes 

 Lint  

 Cigarette  

 Chemicals 

 Gravel 

 Micro-organisms 

 Smoke 

 Germs 

 Smoke residue  

 Soil 

 Mud  

 Pet stains 

 Soot  

 Grease 

 Dust  

 Tar 

 Grime 

 Pollens 

 Dust mites  

But don’t panic! You can get rid of all these contaminants by intelligently choosing a nice 

professional carpet cleaner.  

Consequences of Leaving These Problems Unchecked  

Do you know that a human body sheds numerous tiny skin flakes every day? The dust mites eat 

these flakes to get their dose of protein. These contaminants live deep inside your carpets and other 

fabric furnishings without you being able to see them with a naked eye. And additionally the 
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microscopic faeces of these mites become airborne in no time and makes it unhealthy for your 

family.  

Recently it has been researched that unclean carpets are a major reason for increasing number of 

children suffering from Asthma and other respiratory allergies.  

But you don’t have to worry as expert hot water extraction can eliminate and kill all dust mites, 

creepy-crawlies and crud living in your carpet thereby making your carpet absolutely clean and safe!  
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Most Effective Carpet Cleaning Method Cleans Best? 

Do you know what the most effective carpet cleaning method is among the various methods 

available? Here we look at some of the common carpet cleaning methods and their pros and cons...  

CARPET DRY CLEANING (Very Low Moisture) 

The dry cleaning method for carpets is a waterless procedure similar to the dry cleaning method 

employed for clothes. Another common name used for carpet dry cleaning is Very Low Moisture 

(VLM) Carpet Cleaning. As the name suggests, there is very low moisture in this process and it is 

considered dry because the carpet can be brought back to use in no time after dry cleaning.  

Dry foam: Dry foam is nothing but cleaning shampoo liquid whipped into foam. This is used to clean 

the carpet by evenly applying it on the surface and then agitating the same using a brush system. 

And then vacuuming is done to extract the dirt and foam solution from the carpet. Now imagine 

applying foam shampoo on your hair and then extracting the same using a vacuum. The dry foam 

method is bound to leave residues in the carpet and will lead to more dirt! It might be good for quick 

drying but is suggested only for interim maintenance. 

Bonnet Cleaning: With Bonnet Cleaning method, the carpet is sprayed with a cleaning solution and 

then cotton absorbent pads (bonnets) are buffed into it with a floor-polishing buffer machine. These 

bonnets are helpful in absorbing soil and dirt from the carpet. This method is equivalent to using 

large cotton towels to rub the dirt out of carpet. This is not recommended for a deep clean action. 

This also leads to quick during but should be used only for interim maintenance. 

Absorbent Powder: In this process, a moist absorbent powder is spread throughout the carpet. A 

brush machine is used to make this powder go deep into the carpet where it is allowed to get dry. 

Afterwards vacuum is used to extract all of the solution along with dirt from the carpet. It has been 

noticed that with this method, dry sponge particles are left behind at the base of the carpet yarn, as 

residue after cleaning. Moreover, heavily soiled carpets cannot be cleaned using this method.  

Encapsulation: It is one of the latest cleaning methods in Very Low Moisture (VLM) carpet cleaning. A 

rotary agitation tool is used in this process to work into the carpet an encapsulation cleaning agent. 

This is done to break down soil and dirt from the fibres of the carpet. It also encapsulates the dirt 

into crystal particles and prevents it from attaching to the surface of the carpet again. And then 

vacuum is used to suck out this soil. It is an efficient cleaning technique to be used for lightly-soiled 

carpets and can be used as an interim between proper deep cleaning of the carpets. It leaves the 

carpet clean, healthy, and dry quickly so that you can walk over it within a few minutes.  

STEAM CLEANING METHOD (Hot Water Extraction) 

Hot Water Extraction: It is the most popular carpet cleaning method and is commonly known with its 

other name steam cleaning. It comprises a two way process wherein hot cleaning solution is injected 

into the carpet using high pressure and then vacuum is used to immediately extract the solution that 

sucks out soil and other contaminants as well.  

There are two types of equipment used for hot water extraction of carpets: Portable System and 

Truck Mounted System. The first one can be taken onsite and used by plugging into the mains 
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power. The latter, on the other hand, is fixed inside a van or truck and hoses are run to the job area. 

This does not need any power or even hot water.   

One of the leading carpet manufacturers in the world, Shaw Industries, recommends the hot water 

extraction carpet cleaning method. Even the researches have proved that this method has is most 

capable of cleaning a carpet thoroughly. It is the most efficient method that leaves your carpet 

absolutely clean and safe from all kinds of contaminants and dust.  

A truck mounted system is more preferable than the portable system because it is capable of 

yielding the best results because of its high heat, high pressure and strong vacuum suction powers. 

These systems are able to clean even the deepest fibres of the carpet without wetting the underlay 

or the backing. After this process, your carpets will be damp to touch but you do not have to worry 

as they get dry in a modest amount of time.  

Some expert technicians are able to do magic even with the portable systems but the drawback is 

that these systems are low on heat and vacuum suction power. So, a lot of it depends on the skill of 

the cleaner as they have to control the amount of water being injected into the carpet. As the 

suction power is restricted, excess of water can lead to wet underlay and backing. On the positive 

side, these systems can be used for high-rise houses/offices whereas a truck mounted system will 

have much difficulty to do so.  
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Common Carpet Cleaning Errors and Their Solutions 

1.  Choosing a carpet cleaning company on the basis of just their equipment 

A good carpet cleaning company must have the latest cleaning equipment but that is not enough. It 

should have proper training programs to equip their cleaners with adequate skills to use such 

equipment to yield optimum results. Many companies do invest in expensive equipment but do not 

spend time, money, and energy in training their employees about these tools. And thus, it is of no 

use for YOU!  

2.  Choosing the lowest priced carpet cleaning service  

If you get an unbelievable quote from a carpet cleaning company then BE ALERT! It could be a trick 

to trap you. You might actually end up spending more than you are told to get a complete cleaning 

for your carpet. Or the company might be using cheaper equipment or cheaper cleaning solutions 

thereby spoiling your precious carpets. This might lead to an unclean carpet even after spending 

money and can also cause serious damage to the carpet. Any company that offers a too good to be 

true quote should be cross checked before hiring.  

3.  Choosing a cleaning company that offers no guarantee for their workmanship  

Leading, certified, and accredited carpet cleaning companies ALWAYS offer guarantee for their 

carpet cleaning service. What would you do if you are unhappy with the service in case the company 

that does not offer a guarantee? You will be stranded! So NEVER choose a company that does not 

offer any kind of guarantee for their carpet cleaning services.  

Do check for the guarantee and refund policies of any carpet cleaning company before choosing one 

for your carpets! You don’t have to get cheated; do you?  

4.  Choosing a carpet cleaning company without reading feedback of their current customers 

Any successful carpet cleaning company should have lots of testimonials to show off. They must be 

proud of their satisfied customers and should be able to portray their feedback to their potential 

customer – YOU! However, if they are unable to provide so then this should send an alarm bell for 

you. Having no testimonials from satisfied clients could mean any of the following:  

 They don’t really have any satisfied customers as their services are too poor to be 

complemented. No one is recommending their service because none of their clients were 

ever happy with the results.  

 This is a start-up company and does not have many customers yet who would care to leave a 

feedback for them. Would you want to improve their skills on your carpets?  

 They don’t care about getting some customer feedback and showcasing it for their viewers. 

If they can do cost cutting for this crucial aspect then what would they do to your carpets to 

save money!!!  

Stay away from such businesses.  

5.  Choosing a carpet cleaning company with no accreditation 
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It is very important to check for accreditation before choosing a carpet cleaning company. Any 

company should be accredited by independent training and testing organizations to deliver reliable 

results.  

The Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (IICRC) is the principle international 

regulatory body for all kinds of cleaning businesses. Cleaning companies have to go through 

education and training and then pass certain exams to get accreditation from IICRC. And thus you 

can always blindly trust the IICRC technicians who are specialists in their fields.  

To recognise an IICRC technician, you need to look for “cleantrust” logo and patches, which are 

identical of high ethical standards and technical proficiency.  

Cleaning companies that are not accredited may not have any idea about the profession and you 

might be wasting your money by choosing them. 

6.  Choosing a carpet cleaning company with no hot water extraction service  

Hot water extraction is a highly proficient and extremely recommended cleaning method for carpet 

cleaning. The cleaning job is done with perfection when twin vacuum is used for this process. It is 

superior to smaller and portable extraction systems that are much cheaper. Twin vacuum system has 

a stronger suction power and uses hotter water for cleaning carpets. This ensures thorough cleaning 

of your carpets in a better and quicker way. So always look for a company that offers hot water 

extraction carpet cleaning with a twin vacuum system.  
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The Importance of Price and Value 

Remember to look for VALUE for the PRICE that you pay for carpet cleaning.  

You have done a good investment in your carpets, home, offices, and the health of your loved ones. 

So it is best to invest in quality cleaning services and choose the best among a wide range of carpet 

cleaning providers, methods, and prices.  

It has been finally revealed that hot water extraction method done with the help of a truck mounted 

system is superior to all other carpet cleaning techniques, because 

 It has High Heat 

This allows water to get heated to a high temperature and thus break down dirt and other 

contaminants. It leads to deep cleaning by killing pollutants like bacteria etc.  

 It has High Pressure 

This system has high pressure that allows deep agitation of the cleaning solution into the carpet 

fibres, helps in breaking down even the stubborn soil and dirt, and rinses the cleaning solution 

completely out of the carpet. Therefore, your carpet becomes cleaner for a longer time as no 

residues are left behind.  

 It has Strong Suction Power  

Truck mounted systems have strong vacuum suction system which is very important to completely 

eliminate the cleaning solution, water, contaminants, soil, chemicals, pollutants, and all sorts of 

other contaminants from deep down the carpet. Powerful suction power leads to quick drying and 

makes your carpet dry in 2-3 hours.  

To give proper cleaning and an extended life to your precious carpet, you must choose a certified, 

accredited, and experienced cleaning company that has the correct equipment to deliver desired 

results. Moreover, you should get your carpets cleaned more often to keep your loved ones safe and 

healthy.  

To get value for your money, it is best to spend a little extra to get a better cleaning!  
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Why is a Clean and Healthy Carpet Important?  

Do you know that there is a difference between a clean carpet and a clean and healthy carpet?  

There are numerous carpet cleaning methods available in the market and each one of them has its 

own pros and cons. Some of them are only able to clean the surface area of the carpet and getting 

the soil out from the carpet. The dust, soil, and other contaminants embedded deep inside the 

carpet fibres remain untouched by these superficial methods that make your carpet look clean but 

does not actually clean them thoroughly.  

If you just want your carpet to look clean then you will be able to find cheap carpet cleaning services 

very easily. However, remember that your carpet will look great but it won’t smell nice or become 

healthy. And this kind of cleaning could also damage the inner fibres of your carpet.  

On the other hand, if you really want your carpets too get completely cleaned, feel fresh and 

become healthy for your loved ones then you have to spend extra time, energy, and money to find a 

proven cleaning company that uses the highly advanced cleaning methods to inject new life into 

your carpets.  

You can do justice to your expensive carpets by choosing a reliable and trustworthy carpet cleaner 

that employs hot water extraction method and guarantees complete elimination of all soil, dirt, and 

other contaminants from your carpets.  

You will have to pay a little extra to hire a professional, certified, and accredited cleaning company 

that uses hot water extraction method but you will be getting value for this money as your carpet 

will become absolutely clean and healthy. And this will lead to cost saving in the long run. Getting 

your carpets cleaned by hot water extraction method will extend its life and make it softer and 

cleaner with every cleaning.  

Don’t you want to walk on a clean, fresh, and newly looking carpet? Hire the best carpet cleaning 

company to transform your dirty and unhealthy carpets into beautiful, fresh, and absolutely clean 

carpets!  
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How to Get a Clean and Healthy Carpet  

Here we list four basic things to do if you are really considering getting your carpet cleaned in a fine 

and great way:  

1. Commit to get your carpet cleaned...  

Stop procrastinating the idea of getting your carpets cleaned. Take a firm decision to get your 

carpets cleaned today and stop living amidst dirt, soil, contaminants, fungi, and bacteria. Give 

yourself and your loved ones a healthy and clean environment by getting your carpets cleaned 

today.  

2. List down your carpet cleaning goals...  

What do you expect from the carpet cleaning service that you wish to avail? List down your 

expectations and goals from a carpet cleaning company and then get down to hire a company for 

your carpets. What kind of results do you want from the carpet cleaning service? Just surface 

cleaning or full-fledged cleaning that eliminates all nasties and contaminants from your carpet? The 

first goal can be achieved through a cheap option but for the latter you will have to look for a 

reputed cleaning company that could make your carpets cleaner, softer, healthier, and fresher 

again... just like new!   

3. Ask important questions before hiring a cleaning company...  

Before you make your decision to choose a cleaning company for your carpets, ensure to ask the 

following questions:  

 What kind of equipment do you use?  

 Which cleaning method do you prefer?  

 How long will the carpet take to get dry?  

 Is there any guarantee for your carpet cleaning? 

 What will be the result of your carpet cleaning?  

 Are you a certified company? 

 Do your technicians undergo any training? 

 

Once you get answers to these questions you will be in a better position to find a reliable carpet 

cleaning company that will deliver good value for your hard earned money and will leave you 

satisfied with the outcomes of the cleaning process.  

4. Get a written quote...  

Don’t forget to get a quote in writing before hiring a carpet cleaning company.  

Follow these simple steps and choose the most fitting carpet cleaner to give your carpets the best 

they deserve!  
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PROUDLY PRESENTED BY: 

SK CLEANING SERVICES MELBOURNE  

Cleaning your carpets, upholstery, and floors just the right way!  

Rest assured that your money is being well spent with SK Cleaning Services Melbourne because we 

put in our years of knowledge, commitment, and expertise to give you a completely sanitized and 

clean home and office.  

Call Us Now at 1300 660 487 

www.skcleaningservices.com.au 

Join Us on Facebook  

www.facebook.com/skcleaningservicesmelbourne 

 


